
FACTS MATTER.

eDiscovery is more than collecting documents and marking some of
them as relevant. A holistic view of discovery links together evidence
gathering and review with the crucial process of building a case on a
foundation of strong evidence. After all, much of the litigator’s real work
involves using documents to construct a story and build a case – work
that CaseFleet helps litigators accomplish.   
 
While only a tiny percentage of cases see the courtroom, all good litigators
know that positive outcomes are obtained by preparing all cases as if
they were going to trial. Unlike the inadequate solutions often given to
litigators, CaseFleet helps this preparation with tools to:  

Construct a theory of the case that takes account of
and builds on all the evidence, 
Organize the case so that the proof for each fact
can easily be found, and
Ensure that each element of the claims or defenses
is supported by facts that can be proved.  

Without a solution like CaseFleet, teams spend too much time on
manual, laborious processes of re-reviewing and re-organizing the case
materials instead of on tasks such as using focus groups, honing
arguments, brainstorming, and constructing themes.  
 
CaseFleet tackles the other half of eDiscovery with a fact management
platform built on smarter software for stronger cases. Go beyond merely
applying “tags” to documents. Quickly and easily load and link all the
building blocks of your case – facts, dates, times, issues, witnesses and
evidence – in one intuitive interface to create a cohesive case chronology.
CaseFleet ensures that each and every fine-grained detail in any case is
ready at any time, allowing lawyers to map out and prove the facts of
their cases.



FEATURES AT A GLANCE.

Cloud-based, secure and scalable. CaseFleet empowers litigators to analyze evidence

and take command of the facts with seamlessly integrated features on a single platform.
Associate contacts involved in a case with facts – For example, linking a witness

with the various facts with which s/he is involved.  

Link each fact to the exact page of documented evidence for immediate proof. 

Sort facts dozens of different ways, including by relevant claims or defenses of a

case – For example, creating an overarching issue to which relevant facts can be

tagged to categorize them.  

Create work product with a click of a button to save time with motions, cross-

examination and client reports.  

Full-Text Document Search:
Blazing fast full-text search saves hours when a case yields mounds of documents to sift

through, even after ediscovery. Find keyword matches in the text of thousands of documents.

Capture specific words or phrases, even misspellings. Our search is equipped with character

recognition (OCR) capabilities and connector phrases to quickly and easily produce results

and ensure that searches do not miss anything. Once found, click to open the result in the

Document Reviewer and seamlessly input the text as facts in the chronology.

Document Reviewer:
No more re-reviewing evidence each time you need to prepare for a motion, deposition

or trial. Your first review of an important document is your last review with CaseFleet.

Build your case and create facts as you analyze. Each fact you add to your chronology

is linked to the exact location in the document that proves it. Facts that you can’t prove –

or can’t find the proof for – are useless. With CaseFleet, the proof is a click away.

Claims and Issues Outlines:
Add structure to your chronology and provide a visual summary of the claims or defenses.

Use tags to link important details to legal claims and issues. Run easy-to-use filters in

dozens of ways to locate a subset of facts (and the evidence that proves each fact) for

any witness, legal issue or document in your case. 

Reports:
Transform your case chronology into effective, litigation-ready work product that simplifies

motion and trial preparations, lending more time for research and other case preparation.

Generate statements of fact, deposition outlines, opening statements and more. 
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